Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The notion of an "effective model" or "effective potential" pervades essentially all of physics. Even at the undergraduate level, for example, it is worth emphasizing that the lowly harmonic oscillator potential is really merely an "effective potential". In reality all potentials are generally more complicated---the spring will eventually stretch inelastically---and any potential has a useful domain of applicability in every problem.

One can go further with "effective models", with perhaps the best-known example being Feynman's description of the ammonia molecule as a two-state system^[@CR1]^. This sort of description is worthwhile for certain aspects of the problem, such as the time dependence of the wave function, but it often remains unclear how parameters required in the effective model are related to underlying "microscopic" characteristics of the same problem. A more concrete realization of the Feynman two-state system is the double-well potential. In ref.^[@CR2]^ (see also ref.^[@CR3]^) the states describing a particle in such a system were determined from the basic parameters, namely the barrier height and width. At the same time, a "toy model" describing a two-state system with a single parameter, a transition amplitude *t*, to describe tunneling through the barrier (analogous to the amplitude for the nitrogen atom to tunnel from below to above the plane of hydrogen atoms in the ammonia example), was shown to very accurately describe the ground state splitting calculated by solving the complete Schrödinger equation. This was an example of a case where the original model, with a Hilbert space consisting of an infinite number of states was approximately mapped onto a "toy" or "effective" model consisting of just two states.

In this paper we want to focus on a natural extension of this model, which occurs often in condensed matter, and leads to a "starting" model for studying strongly correlated electron systems. In this case we start with a periodic array of some potential that gives rise to energy bands, whose characteristics require a complete solution to the Schrödinger equation. This calculation in principle involves an infinite Hilbert space, in two senses. First, even a single potential well, representing a single atom with which an electron interacts, requires an infinite Hilbert space. However, for a solid there are a large number of these wells---an infinite number if we allow the solid to go on forever. This latter infinity is handled analytically through Bloch's theorem^[@CR4]--[@CR7]^, which allows solution of the electron wave function in the infinite periodic array in terms of the solution within a single unit cell (see also ref.^[@CR8]^ where some context for this theorem is provided). Even with Bloch's theorem, however, an infinite Hilbert space is required to describe the (infinite) set of energy bands that emerges from the periodicity. An effective model, known as a tight-binding model, reduces the infinite Hilbert space down to an *N*-dimensional Hilbert space, where *N* is the number of atoms. This description is entirely analogous to the reduction of the double-well potential to a 2-dimensional Hilbert space, involving a single tunneling parameter *t*, and in fact, even as *N* → ∞, only a single parameter *t*, called the "tunneling amplitude", remains.

This "down-folding" process is often carried out for complete descriptions of rather complicated systems, often with approximations or parameterizations along the way^[@CR9]^. The purpose of this paper is to implement this procedure using the simplest model possible, i.e. the one-dimensional Kronig-Penney model^[@CR10]^. The result is a derivation of the one or two parameters in the "effective" tight-binding model, in terms of the microscopic parameters that describe the original Kronig-Penney model. This calculation is possible because some aspects of the one-dimensional Kronig-Penney model are known analytically.

For reasons that will become clear as we proceed, comparisons are required with the double-well case (i.e. a Kronig-Penney model with only 2 cells). This solution, performed for a configuration pertinent to the infinite-cell Kronig-Penney model, is described in Appendix A. Our numerical solutions confirm that this description is exact in the limit of tightly-bound wells, and we explore further to what degree this description remains accurate as the coupling between wells increases. Remarkably, we find that the need for so-called next-nearest-neighbour (nnn) hopping does not necessarily imply next-nearest-neighbour hopping. This exercise, carried out here only for this specific model^[@CR10]^, gives us a deeper understanding of the connection between effective models and their more microscopic counterparts.

These results complement the phenomenological fits realized in refs^[@CR2],[@CR7]^. The first reference describes a double-well potential, and can be thought of as a special preliminary case of the fully periodic solid. This form of the double-well potential treated in this reference is not directly applicable to the present problem but, for completeness, we include its solution separately in Appendix B.

Kronig-Penney Model {#Sec2}
===================

The one-dimensional Kronig-Penney model^[@CR10]^ consists of an electron moving in a periodic potential as depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, with alternating wells of width *w* and barriers of width *b* and height *V* ~0~. The basic building block of this model is the unit cell, here consisting of one well surrounded by two (half) barriers; in the limit that the barrier heights and/or widths become large, a good starting point for this problem is the solution to the problem of a single well, and we will exploit this in what follows. However, the physics that emerges from the Kronig-Penney model is already contained in the double-well potential, whose solution is given in Appendix A (see also Appendix B for the solution to the double-well considered in ref.^[@CR2]^),Figure 1A pictorial representation of the periodic potential in the Kronig-Penney model, illustrating wells of depth *V* ~0~ and width *w* separated from one another by barriers of width *b*.

Proceeding with the Kronig-Penney model, the analytical solution for the energy levels (*E* \< *V* ~0~) is well known; the implicit equation for the energy is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${k}_{2}\equiv \sqrt{2m(E-{V}_{0})/{\hslash }^{2}}$$\end{document}$). As is well known, the periodicity in the problem gives rise to a series of energy bands as a function of wave vector *k*, with each band separated by an energy gap. In the case where the wells illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} are deep, any single well, taken in isolation, would consist of a number of different energy levels corresponding to states that are bound within each well. As already stated, when *N* of these wells are coupled through barriers, each of these energy levels broadens into *N* states, forming bands. Numerical solutions to this and other periodic models with different potential shapes are given in refs^[@CR6]^ and^[@CR7]^.

Tight-Binding {#Sec3}
=============

The tight-binding limit tends to focus on one of these bands, and is used to describe the dispersion, *E*(*k*) for this band. General considerations^[@CR5]^ in the tight-binding limit in one dimension lead to a dispersion of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Motivated by the case when *V* ~0~ or *b* is suitably large, one can rewrite Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) to obtain, without approximation,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First-order in tunneling {#Sec4}
------------------------

A more accurate solution to Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) can be obtained to 1^st^ order in *η* ~1~(*k*) by writing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If we first focus on case (a) in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the first-order result has significant disagreement with the exact result. It is indeed true that improved agreement is readily attained by using deeper wells, as is clear from the progression through (b--d). However, as we now illustrate, more accurate solutions are achievable by including contributions from *η* ~2~, which is already 2^nd^ order in *e* ^−*x*^, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Second-order in tunneling {#Sec5}
-------------------------

We first repeat the steps leading to Eq. ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}), i.e. we write the solution as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

The more accurate result from Eq. ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) is plotted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (as indicated by the square symbols), and gives good agreement for the parameters used in that figure. Note that *t* ~1~ is given by an expression identical to the one implied in Eq. ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""})---by going to 2^nd^ order in *e* ^−*x*^ this has not changed, and in fact is identical to the expression derived for the double-well in Appendix A, Eq. (A5). The need to to go to 2^nd^ order and therefore generate a term with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\cos \,\mathrm{(2}k\ell )$$\end{document}$ wave vector dependence is sometimes interpreted to mean that a significant tunneling amplitude exists between second-nearest-neighbour atoms. The fact that this is required even for the case of the double-well studied in Appendix A (where there is no second-nearest neighbour!) indicates that this interpretation is incorrect. Indeed it is a difficult problem to disentangle contributions to 2^nd^ order from next-nearest-neighbour tunneling and contributions arising from the inherent non-linear nature of the equations; at this point we simply caution that all these contributions are not entirely due to direct next-nearest-neighbour tunneling.

For completeness, in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} we fix the well depth to be *v* ~0~ ≡ *V* ~0~/*E* ~0~ = 50 and show the dispersions for a variety of different barrier widths. The trends are the same in the two cases, except that the 2^nd^ order result is slightly less accurate for the least tightly bound case considered \[see (a)\]. With increasing barrier width, however, as in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, both the 2^nd^-order and the 1^st^-order results become increasingly accurate. Note the change in scale as *v* ~0~ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b/\ell $$\end{document}$ increases, agreement quickly improves, especially when account is made of the steady reduction in the scale of the bandwidth. For all cases, the horizontal (pink) line corresponds to the bound state energy for a single well and corresponds to the constant given by the first term only in Eq. ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}). The approximate result with the 1^st^ order correction only, the full Eq. ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}), is shown as a dashed (blue) curve, while the approximate results including 2^nd^ order corrections from Eq. ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) are given by the square (green) symbols.

In both Figs [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} it should be clear that for the more strongly coupled wells (e.g. (a) and (b) in particular) a significant amount of electron-hole asymmetry is present. In Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} the effective mass ratio, \|*m* ~*h*~/*m* ~*e*~\| is shown for various values of the barrier thickness as a function of well depth. Here, the electron mass, *m* ~*e*~ is defined in the usual way (see the caption in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) through the curvature at *k* = 0 and similarly for the hole mass, *m* ~*h*~. As discussed in ref.^[@CR6]^ an asymmetry is expected on general grounds since holes are by definition closer to the top of the barriers than electrons. They should therefore have lower masses for this reason alone, and this is reflected in the results of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, where all the ratios are lower than unity. The thicker curves are from the exact calculations while the thinner curves (in too good agreement with the exact results to be visible for most of the parameter space shown) are readily determined from the tight-binding parametrization of Eq. ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}). These are fairly accurate when the higher-order correction considered above is included.Figure 5Absolute value of the effective mass ratio, \|*m* ~*h*~/*m* ~*e*~\| vs. *v* ~0~ ≡ *V* ~0~/*E* ~0~ for the various values of barrier width $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=\pi /\ell $$\end{document}$. The thick curves are the exact result, determined from Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), while the thinner curves are determined from the tight-binding parametrization of Eq. ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}). These latter curves are barely visible over almost the entire parameter regime shown, indicating that when the 2nd order corrections considered are included the derived tight-binding parameters are very accurate.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} exemplifies what is perhaps the primary result of this calculation---that electron-hole asymmetry is the "rule", not the exception. In the past three decades, as more materials with exotic properties (superconductivity, magnetoresistance, etc.) have been engineered, particularly through doping, and electron-hole-doping symmetry has *not* been observed, strong correlations are often suggested as a possible explanation. The present work notes that the usual starting point, tight-binding with nearest-neighbour hopping only, tends to bias the expectation in favour of electron-hole symmetry, when in fact the opposite is true. Our calculations illustrate that even where merely nearest-neighbour hopping seems like a good physically-motivated assumption, the band structure (before invoking interaction terms) will be already electron-hole asymmetric. For example, Hirsch and one of the present authors^[@CR11]^ suggested a modulated hopping model in which one of the interactions is explicitly particle-hole asymmetric in a tight-binding framework (see ref.^[@CR12]^ for an overview of the physics of hole superconductivity). It follows that many of the properties of this model will exhibit electron-hole asymmetries. An accurate confrontation with experiment will required some knowledge of the asymmetry already possibly present in the band structure, not necessarily because of a next-nearest-neighbour hopping term, but for the reasons suggested in this paper---the smaller tunneling barrier faced by holes compared to electrons.

Summary {#Sec7}
=======

We have succeeded in deriving the effective model for the periodic potential first used to model a solid, the so-called Kronig-Penney model, consisting of a series of wells and barriers. As is more readily illustrated for the double-well potential, one can achieve very high accuracy by exploiting the tightly-bound limit, where two neighbouring wells are well separated. This ensures that the tunneling amplitude between the two wells is very small, and one can essentially use perturbation theory with respect to this "atomic limit".

The generalization of this process to an infinite array of wells and barriers is straightforward. However, incorporating tunneling to 1^st^ order (meaning terms of order *e* ^−*x*^, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b/\ell $$\end{document}$ and/or *V* ~0~). When including terms of 2^nd^ order in *e* ^−*x*^, very good quantitative agreement was achieved, even for moderate well depths. Terms of order *e* ^−2*x*^ would necessarily be accompanied by dispersive terms like $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\cos \,\mathrm{(2}k\ell )$$\end{document}$, which are generally associated with next-nearest-neighbour tunneling, i.e. tunneling across two barriers. By comparison with results of a simple double-well, where terms of order *e* ^−2*x*^ also contribute to the energy, we were able to show that terms of this order were not exclusively associated with such longer-range tunneling. Instead, inherent non-linearity of the equations governing the electronic energy dispersion will naturally give rise to such terms, even in the absence of next-nearest-neighbour tunneling.

It is useful to map the complete microscopic double-well problem onto the two-state system that is often used to describe this problem in simplified terms. Similarly, it is useful to map the microscopic problem of an infinite array of wells onto a simplified model---this is the tight-binding description. We have carried out such a mapping, with no "fitting" involved and we have illustrated the accuracy as well as the limitations of such a mapping.
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